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INC: IMMEDIATE CA (CUSTOMER ADVISORY) NOTIFICATION MECHANISM

Immediate CA (customer advisory) Notification Mechanism
 Abstract
 EA/CA document on web to inform end user what’s critical issue they may encounter and how
to work‐around or avoid it. However, the read rate by end user is quite low and still cause lots of
service calls, worst is to return unit to raise HP repair cost.
 We proposed In‐Time CA method to check customer’s unit ID and show them latest security
hole message/critical issue status and where to get solution. Through Capsule interface to
trigger Critical WU to immediately inform customer urgent info they best to know while their
system is connected to the network.

 Pain Points
 We have EA/CA document on web to inform end user what’s critical issue they may encounter
and how to work‐around or avoid it. However, the read rate by end user is quite low and still
cause lots of service calls, worst is to return unit to raise HP repair cost.
 Some FWs have dependency on other UEFI driver and need to inform end user their system at
hand should update to certain BIOS w/ that UEFI driver then do FW update. For instance,
camera FW capsule update have dependency on FMP driver. Without new FMP driver in system,
camera FW update may hit hang up issue.
SIO1976733 ‐ Module‐CMD‐NB/Petrof14/20H2/ad‐hoc: The unit hang up at camera “Firmware Update"
interface when running bootleg BIOS flash stress test.
For example: Four end users A, B, C, D, their systems with diff. BIOS/FW version
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 Objectives


In time notification method to inform customer what need to be noticed for their system in
hand.



Reduce service calls/ machine return rate to save company’s service cost.

 Problems Solved


EA/CA document published on web but read rate low causes end user to not be aware of
important message they need to know. Our innovation is to in time notification to let
customer have better user experience with HP products.



Service cost for selling products of HP accounted for a large part of cost in HP. Our innovation
is to reduce service calls/ machine return rate to save company’s service cost and increase
company revenue.



Through Capsule interface to trigger Critical WU to immediately inform customer urgent info
they best to know while their system is connected to network.

 Advantages


High risk security alert display in front of customer in time. (e.g. IPU/ PI updates)



Flexible mechanism for specific products to show CA notification.



Firmware team regular release new Firmware quarterly, in the meantime, in Time CA could
give customer a heads‐up possible fix in coming.



Immediate CA notification method to make better user experience for HP products.



Improve communication channel between customer and HP.



Capsule notification UEFI APP will be deleted once notification complete.



Reduce service calls/ machine return rate to save company’s service cost and increase
revenue.
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 Concept Illustrated (Current FW WU behavior)


Below pic illustrate the innovation concept.

 Concept Illustrated (In Time CA+FW WU)
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 Concept Illustrated (In Time CA)

 Flow Chart (In Time CA)
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